4 ways 4K changes
surgical imaging

With a resolution four times that of HD, 4K imaging in the operating room
helps you see everything with stunning clarity. At the same time, it fosters
team collaboration and better decision-making. So you can provide the
best health outcomes for your patients. Here’s how.

More pixels = more information

In the operating room (OR), it’s vital
that the staff be able to determine the
smallest detail. Offering four times
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four times as many pixels, 4K allows
clinicians to see more anatomical
detail and more clinically relevant information. 4K not only
brings higher resolution to the screen, but also a wider color
gamut in which black is black – which leads to more detailrich, color-correct images for better observation of fine
tissue types and structures, such as blood vessels, nerves...

More complex procedures in the OR
require different types of imaging –
and this is where 4K is also of benefit.
With more pixel real estate, more
imaging modalities can be displayed
on a single screen – without the risk
of losing image quality through scaling or distortion. 4K
imaging allows side-by-side or picture-in-picture images
to be compared in real time, allowing medical staff to
make better informed decisions.
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Better (remote) collaboration
The resolution and level of detail enabled
by 4K technology is truly amazing! I
thought our original HD screens offered
excellent image quality, but with the
4K display, you get to see details you
wouldn’t have seen before. Depth
perception is better too – and contrast
and differences in color are clearer. It’s as
good as an open surgery.
AZ Groeninge, Belgium

Increased depth perception
When people see higher resolution images – especially 4K
– they often remark that the images
almost start to look 3D, even though
they’re not. That’s because they
experience a wider spectrum of color,
with more contrast, and a higher level
of detail, resulting in increased depth
perception. Perception of depth creates a more immersive
environment, allowing surgeons to focus entirely on the
surgical procedure and to operate more precisely.
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High resolution imaging is also relevant for training,
consultation, and documentation
purposes. The ability to capture, share
and discuss high-quality surgical
imagery and to view these images
with the same amount of precision
and clarity – whether you’re inside the
OR or on a remote location – leads to increased productivity
(saving time for travel and consultation) and more informed
decisions.

